
95 P ART THREE: Talk About People.  
7. Initial Consonant Sounds (Identify People) 

Challenge Activities:  To someone that speaks a different native language 
from yours,  pronounce one consonant sound  and word example from the mouth 

diagram on page 96.  Your listener(s) can try to identify the sound by number 1-24.                     
Take turns practicing the 24 consonant sounds and word examples.  

EXAMPLES: l =  as in leader (Sound Number 21).  th = T as in Thelma. (Sound Number 10). 

 The Pronunciation & Spelling of 8 Pairs       
of Initial Voiced Vs. Voiceless Consonants 

The sixteen sounds in the eight Consonant Pairs 1 /2 to 15 /16               
are pronounced with parts of the mouth touching or almost touching:           
the two lips, the tongue and the tooth ridge, the lower lip and teeth,           
the middle or back of the tongue and the hard or soft palate, etc.            

The two sounds in each pair are pronounced                          
with the same mouth parts in the same position. However, 

 the first sound of each pair is voiced; the vocal cords vibrate when it’s 
pronounced. To feel this vibration as you say the voiced sounds b, d, g, v,                 

th [D ], z, zh [Z ], and j [dZ ], put your fingers on the front of your throat (neck). 
 In contrast, the second sound of the same pair is voiceless (pronounced without 

the use of the vocal cords). A puff or stream of air follows a single voiceless 
consonant sound at the beginning of a word or stressed syllable. (The phonetic 

symbol h means “air.”) To feel this air as you say the voiceless sounds ph, th, kh, 
fh,  thh [T], sh, shh [ S], or chh [ tS], you can put your hand in front of your mouth.  

On the next page are pronunciation symbols and word examples for            
the eight pairs of voiced vs. voiceless consonants 1 /2 to 15 /16.  

There are also instructions and diagrams for producing those sounds—           
and letters that spell them at the beginning of words or syllables.    

To pronounce each Consonant Sound and its word examples,             
follow the instructions and diagram. Use your voice for the first 

sound but not the second; add air after the voiceless sound.  

Challenge Activities:  Can you think of other  proper or common nouns for 
people that start  with the Consonant Sounds 1 to 16?  Say them aloud.                     

Your listeners  try to identify each sound by number.   Take turns saying words                 
for people  that begin with single consonant sounds and identifying the sounds.   

EXAMPLES:  a  doc tor (Sound Number 3).   Sam (Sound Number 12).  Russians. (Sound Number 20).                     
the Vietnamese (Sound Number 7).   Gigi (Sound Number 13).   a Chinese child (Sound Number 16).    
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Pronunciation 
Symbols 

with Word Examples  

Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless 

13.  Z or zh
as in Gigi                           

or  Zsa Zsa   

14.  S or shas in  
shoppers, the  

shah, or  Cheryl  

15. dZ or j as in 
judges,   Jean, 

or  Eugene  

16. tS or ch as 

in  Chinook 
champions 

How to  
Pronounce                 

the Sounds 
(instructions & 

diagram) 

Squeeze the grooved tongue against               
the top of the mouth. Push the air   
out on both sides of the tongue. 

Pronounce /d/ or /t/. Move the tongue 
to /Z/ or /S/. Push the air out                 
on both sides of the tongue.  

  

Spellings (Most Common 
to Least Common) g, Zs sh, ch, c j, g ch, Cz 

/dZ/ or j 
/tSh/ or ch  

/Z/ or zh   
/Sh/ or sh  

Pronunciation 
Symbols 

with Word 
Examples  

Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless 

7.  vas in 
Victor,  

 vampires 

or  a vegan 

8. f as in   
fathers, 

farmers, 

or Phil 

9. D or th
as in  they 

or  
them 

10. T or t
h as in 

Theodore   
or a  thief 

11. z as in  
Zelda,   

zombies, or 

Zambians  

12. s as in 

Samuel, 

  Celia, or  
a  psychic  

How to 
Pronounce 

the Sounds 
(instructions  
& diagram) 

Put the bottom lip behind              
the upper teeth. Push              

the air out on both sides.    

Put the tongue between               
the teeth. Push              

the air out on both sides. 

Squeeze the flat tongue 
against the tooth ridge.              
Let the air stream out.  

   

Spellings (Most  
to Least Common) v f, ph th th s, c, sc, ps  

/v/  
/fh/ 

/D/  
/Th/ 

/z/  
/sh/ 

z 

Pronunciation 
Symbols 

with Word 
Examples  

Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless Voiced Voiceless 

1.  bas in 
Bob,  

babies, or  

a  baker    

2. pas in 
Pete,               

a  pilot, or 
a  packer 

3. d as in  
Dad, a  

doctor, or 

Darling 

4. tas in 
Turks, 

teens, or 

Thomas 

5. g as in  
a  guy,  

a  guide, 
or ghosts  

6. k as in   
a  cook,              
Kay, or  

a  chemist 

How to 
Pronounce 

the Sounds 
(instructions  
& diagram) 

Put the lips together                        
to stop the air. Then                 
let it go with a “pop.”   

Put the tongue on the tooth 
ridge (not the teeth).  Let  
the air go with a “tap.” 

Squeeze the back of the 
tongue toward the roof of 
the mouth. Let the air go.  

   

Spellings (Most  
to Least Common) b p d t, th  c, k, ch 

/b/  
/ph/ 

/d/  
/th/ 

/g/  
/kh/ 

g, gu 



97 P ART THREE: Talk About People.  
7. Initial Consonant Sounds (Identify People) 

1/2. b h 3/4. d h 5/6. g h 7/8. v  h   
  B  arbara  P. 

___ush 
___onald  ___uck Mohandas    G  andhi   ___anny ___armer 

____eter   ____an ___ed  ___urner        ing         ong a  ____araoh  of  
Egypt 

a  ___elgian ___aker __oc tor __oolittle  the  __anadian 
____aptain 
____anuck 

 the  ___i etnamese 

the  ___ack ers   and              

some ___ack ers  
two  ___ommy  

___ompsons 
some U.S. state 
____overnors 

 __illains  and __ictims 

Names & Classifications of People 
People can be identified by their titles, initials, and/or names—proper nouns that 

start with capital letters. (EXAMPLES: President George W. Bush; Dr. Seuss).               
Other identifying words, including job names, are common nouns (not capitalized).      

 These words for people begin with Consonant Sounds 1 to 8.      
On each line, write the letter for one of the consonant sounds    
at the top of that column. In the brackets, put [vd] for voiced            

or [vl] for voiceless. Then pronounce the words aloud.   

[ vd. ] 

[ vl. ] 

[      ] 

[     ] 

[     ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[     ] 

[      ] 

[       ] 

[      ] 

[     ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[     ] 

[  vl. ] 
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9/10.  D Th 11/12.  z sh 13/14.  Z Sh 15/16.  dZ Sh 

____ose   ___ieves  the   god  ____eus   Zsa       a  Gabor   the  Rev(e)rend      
___esse   ___ackson 

____e    ___inker ___enator  John E. 
____ununu  

   

 ____endarmes                ___erman  ___udges 

Jim    ___orpe some ___am bians ____efs ___erokee  ___iefs 

___elma   and  Louise ___ientists   and 
_____ychologists                  

the   ____ah of  Iran ____inese  ___ildren 

Names & Classifications of People 
Nationality words and organization names (capitalized adjectives or proper nouns) 
may identify people (EXAMPLES: German people or Germans, Christians, Girl Scouts).     
Some of the common (not capitalized) nouns that classify people are job titles; 

others identify people by age group, interests, activities, personality, etc.    
These words for people begin with Consonant Sounds 9 to 16.             

On each line, write the letter(s) for one of the consonant sounds   
at the top of that column. In the brackets, put [Vd] for voiced           

or [Vl] for voiceless. Then pronounce the words aloud.  

[ vd.] 
[ vd. ] [      ] [ vl. ] [      ] 

[      ] [      ] [      ] [      ] 

[      ] [      ] [      ] [      ] 

[      ] [      ] [      ] 
[      ] 

[      ] 



101 P ART THREE: Talk About People.  
7. Initial Consonant Sounds (Identify People) 

 The Pronunciation & Spelling of            
Other Initial Consonant Sounds 

Here are pronunciation symbols and word examples for Consonant              
Sounds 17, 18, and 20 to 24, which may appear at the beginning             
of words and syllables. Because they’re not pronounced the same             

with the same mouth parts, these sounds aren’t in numbered pairs.   
 The six sounds /m, n, r, l, w, y/are voiced. The vocal cords vibrate when they’re 

pronounced; there’s no puff of air. (Sound 19, N or ng/ is not included here.) 
 The voiceless Sound 22 /h /is only a stream of air. No mouth parts touch.  

To pronounce each Consonant Sound 17-18 and 20-24 and              
its word examples, follow the instructions and diagram.                

Use your voice (vocal cords) for all the sounds except /hh/.  

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples  

17.  mas in   
Mr. Magoo;  a  

married  man            

18. nas in   
nine  Navajo 

neighbors 

20. r as in                  
rich  rel atives; 

the Wrights 

21. las in               
eleven   Latvian 
labor  leaders 

How to 
Pronounce 

the Sounds 
(instructions   
& diagram) 

With the lips 
together, push            

the air out  
through the nose.  

With the tongue          
at the tooth ridge, 
push the air out 
through the nose.  

Point the tongue up. 
Raise its sides against 
the teeth. Round the 
lips. Release the air. 

Touch the tongue to 
the tooth ridge.   

With flat spread lips, 
let the air out.  

    

Spelling (Letters) m n r, wr l 

/m/  /n/  /l/  /r/  

Pronunciation 
Symbols with 

Word Examples  

22.  has in   the 
unhappy,  unhealthy 

Howard  Hughes   

23. was in  which 

weird,  wicked  witch 
on  Mt.  Whitney?             

24. yas in  some 
youthful  Yankees 

and  Yugoslavians 

How to 
Pronounce 

the Sounds 
(instructions   
& diagram) 

With an open mouth, push         
air over the back of the high 
tongue. Don’t use the voice.   

Spelling (Letters) h w, wh y 

 

With rounded lips, raise the 
back of the tongue. Don’t let 

the lip touch the teeth.  

With the middle of the   
tongue near the tooth 

ridge, push out the air.  

  /w/  /h/  /y/  

 

Challenge Activities:  In turn, say other  nouns and phrases for people with  
Initial Consonant Sounds 17 to 24.  Listeners  try to identify each  sound by number.   
EXAMPLES:  a  hero (Sound Number 22); some  wild  whalers (Sound Number 23); Lucy Liu (Sound Number 21) 
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17. m + 18. n 20. r + 21. l 22. h 23. (h)w + 24. y  
the  a m azing             

M ister                   
___agoo 

some  famous ___abor  
___eaders 

                          

  ____arry  
____oudini 

____illy  ___onka 

____any     n ice 
____iger ian  ___en 

the   ____eal            
___obert 

___edford 

 ____eal thy   ___on est        

____awai ians   
____o-Yo  Ma;  

____anni     

____ickey  and 

___innie  ___ouse 
= the ___ouses 

___ich  ___it tle   or                      
___it tle  ___ichard? 

 
 
 

      

 __oung  ___ankee 
___estlers 

the ___oble 
____artyr, 
____elson  
____andela  

the  Wr ight Brothers 

= Orville  and Wilbur 

___ight  

 Snow  ____ite;             
____oda 

Names & Classifications of People 
 Both common nouns and proper (capitalized) nouns that identify people may be 

singular or plural. (EXAMPLES: Wen Lee /the Lees; an Indian woman /Indian women).            
They may also appear in compound noun phrases with and or or.    

These words for people begin with Consonant Sounds 17 to 24.           
On each line, write the letter for one of the consonant sounds    

at the top of that column. In the brackets, put [S] if the letters  
you wrote make the same sound. Put [D] if they start words             
with different sounds. Then pronounce the phrases aloud.   

[  S  ] 

[  D  ] [      ] 

[      ] 

[      

[      ] 

Challenge 
Activities— 

Silent h:  
The letter h at                 

the beginning of a 
word isn’t always 

pronounced.     
EXAMPLES:                              

an  honest  heir =  
/ ´n  An´st  Er /    

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] Yoda 

Jimmy Hoffa 

Lech Walesa 

Cesar Chavez 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 

[      ] 


